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i think thats what makes band baaja baaraat interesting. its a
film that is basically a rom-com and yet its not a rom-com, its
an attempt to get across a more realistic kind of story, that of
the hardships and tribulations that most of us have to go
through in order to achieve our dreams, and yet we dont really
know how to relate to them. these characters dont know how
to relate to these situations, thats why they have to learn.
komal nahta sir again u wrong band baaja baarat is yet a
winner and i amazed that u gave this movi 1star and u gave
bkb 2star bbb is far far far far batter then bkb. fresh new jodi,
new dir., new story.. and still u didnt gave star sir be honest!!
collection raised and u prove to be wrong i dont like that trade
annalist wont be wrong but sir i really like ur inputs. but sir plz
encourage some new talents. its my opinion sir do u best and
yaa my fav is ajay devgan haa so dont be rude with his
movie!!!! juzz kidding sir. u doing nice job i never miss ur show
bollywood business ok sir byyy. have a nyc day. a rich legacy:
band baaja baaraat was remade in tamil as aha kalyanam with
nani and vaani kapoor in the leads role. just like the original,
the remake too was produced by yash raj films. it was
unofficially adopted into telugu as jabardasth with siddharth
reprising ranveer's role from the hindi version. komal nahta sir
again u wrong band baaja baarat is yet a winner and i amazed
that u gave this movi 1star and u gave bkb 2star bbb is far far
far far batter then bkb. fresh new jodi, new dir., new story..
and still u didnt gave star sir be honest!! collection raised and
u prove to be wrong i dont like that trade annalist wont be
wrong but sir i really like ur inputs. but sir plz encourage some
new talents.
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Marks are the unspoken fondness for his friend, and the
twinkling eyes from the next room when he picks up his

cellphone, shows that he too loves the movies. Thats the mark
of Bittoos great mate, and that is why while Band Baaja

Baaraat zips along, it really does not lose the ability to be a
romcom. Its moments of sweet romance, like Bittoos sweet

ways at tricking himself into a dinner party he cannt attend, or
the fun confrontation with Shrutis male colleague when Bittoo

pulls out his notebook to show his designs in the beauty
pageant he owns, are more effective than all the slapstick we
expect these days. In the end, the film is about doing good.

Bittoo stands up for and against ghans, the powerful caste he
is part of, and refuses to let them take his friend from the
hospital, or his job as a photographer. Shrutis love for the
hapless man she falls for is touched on too. And while its

romance, sometimes we want to see the end of the film where
the two of them are together. In real life, they will always have
to work out what that really means as they go their separate
ways. But one of the many beauties of Band Baaja Baaraat is

that it doesnt end at that. It goes on to question how much the
dukhkha, the pain of existence, is worth. Is being happy always
better than being right? Dont be fooled by the title, Band Baaja

Baaraat is also a movie about a wedding, but it doesnt deal
with wedding halls or wedding planners. It deals with

happiness, but it deals with life, too. Band Baaja Baaraat is the
kind of film that you will watch over and over, yet its never the
same. We know now that it is maybe a variant of Kajol-Sridevs
Jab se jhuke, but its just so refreshing to see. See for yourself.
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